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Overview

Objective
The purpose of the Culture and Change Readiness Assessment Report is to provide a preliminary, high level determination of NYCHA’s
capacity to embrace, adopt and implement change in order to successfully manage the upcoming transformation. It is not intended to
be a deep dive analysis, however it is a first pass to identify key themes, recommendations, and priorities based on a broad internal
employee consultation through workshops, interviews, a survey, and focus groups.
The report aims specifically at addressing the following:
• Providing a narrative assessment of NYCHA’s Culture and Readiness to implement
the recommendations contained the Current State and Maturity Assessment
report;
• Describes the generic cultural attributes of an organization that help promote the
successful adoption and application of the recommendations;
• Identifies areas of strength to adopt the changes;
• Describes why and how certain aspects of NYCHA’s culture and practices will
present challenges;
Note: The observations contained in the report were based on insights provided by select
NYCHA employees through confidential interviews, workshops, focus groups, and survey.
These are subject to the accuracy of the information provided by NYCHA and may not
represent the experience of all NYCHA employees. The focus of this report is to capture and
analyze insights gathered and compare them with leading comparative practices, but not
to validate or verify the relevance of the insights through an evidence-based investigation.
Therefore there are no assertions in this report and no evidence uncovered. This is rather a
summary of observations on the nature and frequency of themes reported.
Confidential
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Approach – Gather information
The approach selected for this assessment was designed to be highly consultative and engaging, providing the project team with an opportunity to
refine the process, share insights individually and collectively, weigh in on findings and recommendations, and be informed of emerging themes
throughout the engagement with a focus on employee and resident experiences. The topic of change management was qualified as a highly sensitive
matter within NYCHA since the beginning of the engagement due to a context of repeated crises and change initiatives that encountered
disengagement and dissatisfaction.

√
Preliminary
interviews and
workshops

Culture Change
Readiness
Survey

Employee Engagement
Committee Focus Groups

Attended interviews and workshops
during the Current State business
model analysis phase, gathered
insights from the key stakeholders
across functions on the
organization’s capability and
culture to successfully drive change

Conducted an anonymous survey
with the executive and
managerial layers (EVP to
Property Managers) on culture
and change readiness dimensions

Facilitated a discussion on perception
of NYCHA’s mission, culture and
change effectiveness and
implications on employee morale

30+
events

283

Responses

Executive &
Managerial Layers
(50% response rate)
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28

Participants

covered in 2
focus group
discussions
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Approach – Dimensions assessed
The approach utilized generic cultural attributes of an organization that help promote a successful adoption and application
of the recommendations.

1

2

Empowering people

 Sponsorship & engagement – Visible promotion and recognition for

 Change vision & alignment – Clarity of the strategic direction

change at every level of the organization

NYCHA is moving in and the value it adds to the organization

 Trust & relationships – Ability to engage and negotiate with cross-

• Accountability & decisions – Ability to drive measurable change

functional teams with emphasis on building consensus

and reach results with confidence and autonomy

• Expertise & support – Access to in-house transformational change experts

• Insights & innovation – Value for new ideas and promotion of
open communication, dialogue and feedback

Enabling effective collaboration

3

and business partners to guide and accelerate change

Supporting personal development
 Achievements & recognition – Acknowledgement of exemplary
service/performance used as inputs for career advancement

 Learning & development – Opportunities to develop new skills and prepare
for expanded accountability and diverse experiences

 Evolution & careers – Clearly defined expectations aligned with career goals
and performance objectives

Renewed, collective dialogue on transformation culture
Improved employee experience through the change
Optimized customer value as an outcome
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Approach – Measure it on the Maturity Framework
The model used for the change readiness maturity level determination is similar to the model used for the broader enterprise business
review. It Is composed of 5 different levels of maturity for each dimension of the change success framework. The below is a summary of
differentiators across maturity level definitions.
3 – Defined

4 – Measured

5 – Optimized

Various plans and strategies
without a common ambition,
lack of sharing and
communication, defined
accountabilities but siloed,
individual initiative based

Vision and performance
objectives are clearly defined
but not yet fully deployed,
more autonomy with
decision-making, promotion
of innovation and sharing

Vision is fully established,
requires to be translated into
specific performance
objectives for teams,
innovation management
process established

Customer service and
innovation are fully
embedded in the culture and
strategy, teaming and
collaboration are core to
individual performance

Misalignment on model
behaviors and strategic
priorities, limited openness
and trust among teams, no
dedicated change expertise

Recognition of value from
change, persisting mixed
messaging from leadership,
lack of standard and support
for change effectiveness

Visible leadership
mobilization around change,
transformation governance
and controls are in place,
dedicated change managers

Employees are trusted by
leaders to guide strategic
orientations, staff has the
autonomy to take initiatives,
standard change framework

Integrated and agile teaming
mindset across proejcts, similar
priorities shared by the entire
organization, systematic 360
performance reviews

Limited to no visibility on
performance objectives,
inconsistent learning
experience, HR focused on
administrative support

Emerging performance
objectives definition, however
not committing, generic
classroom training programs
not based on roles or skills

Expanded business liaison*
role for HR, initial career
pathing framework, upgraded
learning tools and solutions,
metrics based performance

Established career
progression model, HR as
workforce planning advisor,
adoption of digital-based
micro learning solutions

Performance based
compensation, culture of
measurement, continuous
learning / on the job simulations,
consistent career evolution

Empowering
People

Lack of vision, reliance on
status quo, reactive decisionmaking, unclear roles &
responsibilities, limited
knowledge sharing or
innovation

Enabling
Effective
Collaboration

2 – Repeatable

Supporting
Personal
Development

1 – Ad-hoc

* Note: An expanded business liaison role for HR is about consistently deploying “HR
business partner” positions dedicated to specific business functions and serving as the
bridge between business needs and HR policies and processes for more effective
actions
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Executive Summary

Summary of Feedback
The following themes reported by NYCHA staff and managers through the business workshops, the culture change readiness survey, and the
Employee Engagement Committee focus group discussions puts the organization at risk as the organizational transformation begins.
This is a time when employees need to feel fully engaged, trusted, and involved in enabling the framing of a future they own. During the
assessment, they reflected on a perceived climate that seems to freeze their ability to take initiative, share openly their insights and experiences,
and be a source of innovation for NYCHA. The combination of factors between a strong organizational pressure to improve and tensions affecting
team dynamics and individual well-being at the workplace, represents a “people risk” that requires tight monitoring.

Heightened employee anxiety

Strong organizational pressure

Most recurring concerns shared by
employees as factors of increased stress

Elements that make the work environment
especially complex and stressful today

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Constant shift in priorities/leadership
Compliance issues leading to the Agreement
Serious implications for residents
Increased external scrutiny
Constant public exposure
Chronic lack of funding solutions
Perception of isolation

Worsening employee morale
Widening talent & capability gap
Inability to achieve the mission
Further disconnect from residents
Roadblock to transformation
Decreasing organizational credibility

Significant risk exposure
Confidential

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Highly fragmented organization silos
Lack of accountability
Sporadic performance management
Hierarchy driven culture
Interruption of ongoing learning
Perception of biased advancement
Disengagement as defense mechanism
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An organizational pressure rooted in operational gaps
The accumulation of operational challenges in the context of an aging housing stock and funding constraints have progressively led the staff
to operate in a state of constant emergency, shifting from one short term priority to another without necessarily having the possibility to fully
address the root causes of the core issue. When priorities are set by stakeholders who have changed at the leadership level without leaving
behind an actionable execution plan, there can be a circle that becomes unmanageable without appropriate oversight. That’s where
organizational tensions come from as it is very much in the human nature to get more defensive, individualistic, and accusatory when challenges
or failures to succeed increase. Addressing people related issues is required to make working at NYCHA simpler, prioritized, transparent, and
protective of employee’s well-being as a starting point.

Operational Pressures

•
•
•
•
•
•

Constant crisis
Unattainable deadlines
Managerial pressure
Perception of failure
Low value of work
No visibility on results

•
•
•
•
•
•

Short term actions
Siloed thinking
Duplicative efforts
Limited communication
Interpretation of rules
No integrated planning

Impacts on people & culture

•
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of accountability
No sponsorship
Fear of failure
Power distance
Unknown impacts
Unmanaged dependencies

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Individual based values
Micro-management
Managerial mistrust
Strategic misalignment
Insecurity & confusion
Reactive mindset
Authoritative model

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Personal agendas
Conflicting priorities
Check-the-box mindset
Team-centric cultures
Interpretation of rules
Reliance on network
Uneven discipline

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Low morale
Disengagement
Avoidance
Aggressiveness
Disorganization
Worry from retribution
Workplace stress
10
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Current State Maturity Assessment Summary
The summary maturity assessment represents a snapshot of where NYCHA currently stands based on the maturity level definitions provided. It is
by nature a summary reflective of the interviews, survey and workshops which might not reflect all the individual pockets of talents and
initiatives supporting effective change management. These however exist and represent a potential for the broader organization should they be
leveraged more.

Empowering
People
Enabling Effective
Collaboration
Supporting
Personal
Development

Maturity framework dimensions

Dimensions

Assessed Maturity

Current state observations

Change vision & alignment

2

Disparate action plans and a vision exist, but it is not grounded in a collective ambition to improve
resident experience and address current priorities.

Accountability & decisions

1

Passive accountability and reactive decision-making, with a reliance on existing status-quo; no
structured ideation or governance process. "Stay in your lane" / "do what is told" mindset

Insights & innovation

1

Limited ideation process or knowledge sharing. based on individual or team initiatives only. No
recognition of innovation as core to the strategy, no role dedicated to innovation

Sponsorship & engagement

2

Leadership is open-minded, with a clear commitment to change the culture. Lack of alignment on
vision and value of change generating mixed messages and confusion across the organization.

Trust & relationships

1

Fragmented organizational siloes preventing integrated and effective collaboration, knowledge
sharing and accountability end-to-end. Processes are not designed to enable openness and trust.

Expertise & support

2

Emerging build-up of transformational change specialists and capabilities, lack of standard
approach and capacity to control change, need for alignment on change value and management

Achievements & recognition

1

Sporadic performance management process left to individual initiatives, with limited to no
formalization of individual or team objectives. No process to capture, recognize outstanding work

Learning & development

1

Core basic training suspended to focus on priority initiatives onboarding, mostly in-room set up,
no post training capability validation, no formal process to define required skills/match to roles

Evolution & careers

1

Career paths are not defined, hiring is conducted on a reactive, as needed basis with limited
budget while key positions are vacant, low employee satisfaction with unclear career progression
Confidential
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Reset the Vision
•

•

Enabling Effective
Collaboration

•

Bring leadership together to agree on a
common/refreshed vision statement, core objectives and
messaging to employees
Broadly communicate the vision and change implications
to all employees, residents and partners with a strong
participation from leaders
Engage managers in the formalization of the targeted
operational objectives reflecting the new vision

Address workplace ethics
•

Launch workplace inclusiveness communication campaign
with the set up of a confidential employee hotline on work
ethics and compliance and related investigation support

•

Clarify leadership messaging around the promotion of a
learning culture, proactive decision-making and more
inclusive environment recognizing ideation and change
efforts

Build bridges between central and field
•

Expand field site visits by Central Office complemented by
more opportunities to bring field and central teams
together, including a revised co-location strategy, shared
projects

•

Education and socialization of how NYCHA is structured
and how each role and department contributes to driving
an integrated resident value experience (portal, training,
presentation)

•

Establish a dedicated team and structure to support and
oversee the development and deployment of a standard
change management model across NYCHA’s
transformation

•

Scale the learning and development, employee
engagement and communications teams to align with the
current state of affairs and the capacity challenges
preventing the basic operational tasks to happen

•

Establish a structured governance involving business and
HR leaders on management of career progression and
appointments

•

Dedicate team focused on defining NYCHA talent and
workforce planning strategy and execution, in particular
given the massive recruiting needs

Form a change champions network

Reinforce visible leadership presence

Develop cross-functional interactions

•

Create more proximity between the staff and the leaders
by providing opportunities to directly engage and interact
with leaders on key aspects of the transformation and
address the perception of a disconnect and lack of
consideration from leaders for the field work

•

Provide opportunities for department leads and teams to
interact with each other and understand priorities and
goals (e.g. cross-functional rotations/projects for staff,
quarterly inter-departmental meetings for leads, annual
off-site meetings/workshops/events.)

•

Consider more frequent co-location within the boroughs
and developments as well as co-creation initiatives

•

Formalize accountabilities and roles facilitating and
providing oversight on cross-functional and cross-agency
integration

•

Deploy standardized formal process/solution for leaders,
managers and staff to recognize good work done by teams
and acknowledge / promote achievements

•

•

Involve early the learning development team in the
framing of transformation programs and strategic
priorities, in order to support appropriate planning and
resource allocation

Restore Customer Service Days and develop annual team
building plan focused on connections

•

Compensate the need to focus on priority initiative
training by the expansion of the current training team,
either through cross-agency partnership or external
support

Invest in recognizing talents and achievements
Supporting
Personal
Development

Maturity framework dimensions

Empowering People

Priority Interventions: 12 month roadmap for engagement

Build up dedicated change capabilities

Scale operational training delivery capacity

Structure and formalize career progression
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High

Change complexity and risk heatmap

Complexity to implement

Structure and formalize
career progression

Address workplace ethics
Build up dedicated change
capabilities
Develop cross-functional
interactions

Scale operational training
delivery capacity

Build bridges between
Central & Field

Reinforce visible
leadership presence

Invest in recognizing
talents & achievements

Low

Reset the vision

Low

Risk if not addressed well
Confidential

High
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Key findings and
Recommendations

1

Change vision & alignment

2

3

4

5

Maturity Rating

Clarity of the strategic direction NYCHA is moving in and the value it adds to the organization

Observations

Empowering people

Areas of strength

What should be improved?

•

Staff have shown a strong belief and attachment to
NYCHA’s purpose of serving the people of New York

•

Siloed action plans without coordination and alignment on core priorities between leaders and across
the organization

•

Leadership is aware of the Agreement and the role of
the Monitor to support its implementation

•

No direct linkage between the mission and operational objectives at the individual and department level

•

Limited interactions and alignment on objectives and messaging between NYCHA and oversight agencies

•

Leadership is aware of service delivery issues and the
urgent need to change

•

Lack of proactive communication on promoting the vision and educating on new changes, expectations,
value of change and the plan for implementation across the organization

•

General awareness of resident issues and belief in
value for changing the way NYCHA currently operates

•

The Department of Communications and the Department of Employee Engagement report to be
understaffed and the hiring process has been difficult preventing additional efforts to support the vision

•

Staff feel discouraged after going through multiple unsuccessful change efforts without getting to see
results or the bigger picture and experiencing multiple leadership changes

Moving to the Target State
Challenges

Opportunities for Improvement

•

Current culture of silos and individual initiatives,
preventing a unified direction

•

Agree on NYCHA’s vision – Bring leadership together to agree on a common/refreshed vision statement,
core objectives and messaging to employees

•

Vision may not be clear to all NYCHA employees

•

•

Disengaged, confused and skeptical workforce

Broadly communicate the vision and change implications to all employees, residents and partners with a
strong participation from leaders

•

Performance gaps in how transformations are
managed

•

Engage managers in the formalization of the targeted operational objectives reflecting the new vision

•

Form a change champion network composed of employees (starting with Employee Engagement
Committee), who are strong advocates of change and influential in their department, to help deploy the
vision across NYCHA
15
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Accountability & Decisions

2

3

4

5

Maturity Rating

Ability to drive measurable change and reach results with confidence and autonomy

Observations

Empowering people

Areas of strength

What should be improved?

•

There is a strong willingness among staff across levels
to change processes for improved results

•

Clarity in roles, responsibilities and the articulation of objectives around who is in charge of what –
making accountability and hand-offs a challenge across NYCHA

•

Managers and staff are engaged and committed to be
involved in the change process

•

Lack of authority in making decisions on day-to-day operations that might not come from or have the
approval of a level above

•

Improve culture to encourage collaboration and open feedback; Employees consulted repeatedly
mentioned a “fear for retribution” in the event they take actions or share insights that might not fully
align with their direct management

•

Connection between Field staff and Central Office to address perception of Field Staff being ignored and
excluded from strategic and operational consultations, with limited opportunities to provide inputs

•

No dedicated process, system or initiative dedicated to promoting and facilitating ideation and
innovation across the organization, and no specific ownership for innovation

Moving to the Target State
Challenges

Opportunities for Improvement

•

Missed opportunities to learn from experience and drive
continuous improvement / innovation

•

Workplace inclusiveness communication campaign with the set up of a confidential employee hotline on
work ethics and compliance and related investigation support

•

Reduced appetite for change and personal investment in
transforming / disengagement, low morale, high stress

•

Leadership messaging clarification around the promotion of a learning culture, proactive decision-making
and more inclusive environment recognizing ideation and change efforts

•

Difficulty to address challenges and change in a holistic,
coordinated fashion across teams

•

Assign accountability – Education and socialization of how NYCHA is structured, how each role and
department is accountable for and contributes to driving an integrated resident experience

•

Non-responsiveness to residents’ needs either due to
fear of consequences or lack of knowledge

•

Expanded field site visits by Central Office complemented by more opportunities to bring field and central
teams together, including a revised co-location strategy, shared projects
16
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Insights & Innovation

2

3

4

5

Maturity Rating

Value for new ideas and promotion of open communication, dialogue and feedback

Observations

Empowering people

Areas of strength

What should be improved?

•

NYCHA is invested in making technological
innovations at an organizational level – modernizing
its resident service processes

•

There is a lack of organization-wide platforms or mechanisms that could invite new ideas or open
dialogue/feedback from employees (e.g. online portal, town-hall, group-email account, surveys)

•

No established forum to facilitate exchanges between leadership and field staff on ideas

•

Recent examples include - training for hand held
devices, kiosk training for residents to complete
recertifications and other transactions with NYCHA,
resident meetings, site visits to completed RAD
communities, etc.

•

Need for a more defined accountability around the management of innovation, from ideation to
deployment and benefits realization / lack of innovation strategy and vision

•

Need for a standard continuous improvement process to be applied consistently across projects and
departments

There is a willingness to understand comparative
insights and external viewpoints

•

Emerging but limited effort to hire talent from diverse backgrounds

•

Moving to the Target State
Challenges

Opportunities for Improvement

•

Missed opportunities to capture learning and drive
integrated improvements

•

Assign continuous improvement and process performance improvement accountabilities across the
organization, at the executive and staff levels, coordinated by a dedicated operational excellence leader

•

Hindering performance and risking a state of leniency /
lack of challenge

•

•

Decreased employee buy-in and engagement due to lack
of involvement

Establish a framework for an organization-wide innovation and continuous improvement management
strategy with specific objectives across departments – this should be a key strategic function within
executive office, to be confirmed during creation of Organizational Plan

•

Develop organization-wide platforms to collect new ideas or facilitate an open dialogue/feedback from
employees (e.g., town-halls, online portal, email group) on barriers and opportunities
17
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Sponsorship & engagement

2

3

4

5

Maturity Rating

Visible promotion and recognition for change at every level of the organization

Observations
Enabling effective collaboration

Areas of strength

What should be improved?

•

Leaders at all levels acknowledge that change is
needed to improve service delivery

•

Limited top-down communication or interactions, preventing awareness and support for upcoming
changes and preventing recognition of leadership commitment to transform

•

Ongoing change and vision efforts are appreciated by
most staff across NYCHA

•

Staff feel discouraged after going through multiple unsuccessful change efforts and shifts in leadership /
direction without getting to see tangible improvements

•

Renewed ambition to increase focus on customer
service and the resident experiences

•

There is a lack of opportunities for employees to get involved with transformations and engage with
leadership on critical needs and impacts

•

Establishment of the Employee Engagement
Committee to relay executive messaging

•

No articulation of the vision and leadership ambition into measurable objectives and indicators for the
staff, generating difficulties to demonstrate value / ROI from change

Moving to the Target State
Challenges

Opportunities for Improvement

•

Perception from staff of a lack of commitment from their
leaders and trust in ability to change

•

Expand leadership presence and communications to their teams and departments to demonstrate their
commitment and support to change initiatives

•

Belief that inputs are not valued and efforts not known
or recognized beyond field

•

Increased, recurring interactions across senior management and field staff to understand the different
perspectives for change efforts and accelerate issue resolution

•

Fragmented operating model with barriers to knowledge
sharing between leaders and teams

•

“What it means for me” campaign providing each leader with the opportunity to translate the vision into
specific, targeted, and simple objectives for their teams

•

Missed opportunities to gather perspectives from the
field at the right time

•

Develop the employee engagement team with an increased focused on leadership communication and
strategic vision deployment
18
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1

2

Trust & relationships

3

4

5

Maturity Rating

Ability to engage and negotiate with cross-functional teams with emphasis on building consensus

Observations
Enabling effective collaboration

Areas of strength

What should be improved?

•

Employees take pride in being a part of NYCHA, public
service and the core purpose

•

There is a strong belief within the organization that bureaucracy within NYCHA and with oversight
organizations hinders effective decision making and affects ability to meet NYCHA goals

•

Strong appetite for more connections and
communications across the organization

•

Varying understanding of the vision and lack of alignment around about priorities and objectives of
respective departments

•

General appreciation for the opportunities to
collaborate as a team and build network

•

Field staff feel excluded by the executive leadership in the change strategy and implementation process
making it difficult for them to lead change effectively for their teams

•

Informal clusters of knowledge sharing and mutual
support by capabilities and locations

•

No specific performance objectives or incentives to support enhanced collaboration and cross-functional
teaming, limited tools and technology to help knowledge sharing and collaboration

Moving to the Target State
Challenges

Opportunities for Improvement

•

Changes designed without an end to end view in mind,
based on partial knowledge

•

Provide staff with opportunities to participate in the change process at various steps where insights can add
value to formulation of strategy, impact analysis, and implementation plan

•

Individual agendas and priorities generating competing
and duplicative efforts

•

•

Rework and replanning of projects due to a lack on
integration upfront

Increase opportunities for department leads to interact with each other and understand priorities and goals
(e.g. cross-functional rotations/projects for staff, quarterly inter-departmental meetings for leads, annual
off-site meetings/workshops/events)

•

Fragmented service delivery impacting the resident
experience

Develop dedicated transformation acceleration / oversight team to focus on managing integration and
alignment across major initiatives and programs for unified priorities

•

Launch education campaign on effective collaboration and integrated planning

•

19
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Expertise & Support

2

3

4

5

Maturity Rating

Access to in-house transformational change experts and business partners to guide and accelerate change

Observations
Enabling effective collaboration

Areas of strength

What should be improved?

•

Expanding change management capabilities and focus
at the executive level

•

Department of Employee Engagement is a one person team the organization relies on even though the
leader if not directly involved with transformation and change management

•

Successful Employee Engagement Committee
program well supported by members

•

Lack of established methods, standards, guidance or controls around transformational change

•

•

Ongoing initiatives engaging residents like Wednesday
Resident meetings

Transformational change efforts delegated to program management teams involved with initiatives or
large programs without the bandwidth or knowledge to fully address

•

Effective support to massive onboarding / training for
priority hiring initiatives

Reported interruption of major “sustain”/ongoing training programs due to a capacity issue and the
need to focus on priority initiatives – basic quality management related training suspended

•

Individuals promoted to new positions are not supported with the appropriate learning and onboarding
especially when it comes to taking new managerial responsibilities in the field

•

Moving to the Target State
Challenges

Opportunities for Improvement

•

Decrease in quality management and operational
performance

•

Identify safety and quality critical trainings put on hold due to capacity challenges and expand learning and
development staff support leverage cross agency or external support

•

Suboptimal transformation effectiveness and difficulty to
deliver on plan

•

Formalize roles and responsibilities for change management capability building, scaled to support the
magnitude of change required

•

Increased operational and safety risks

•

•

Limited anticipation of change impacts

Develop a core standard approach and requirements for change management complemented by an
awareness and education effort

•

Disengaged and overwhelmed employees

•

Expand the employee engagement scope and team, leveraging the employee engagement committee and
broader functional network of change champions
20
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1

Achievements & Recognition

2

3

4

5

Maturity Rating

Acknowledgement of exemplary service/performance used as inputs for career advancement

Supporting personal development

Observations
Areas of strength
•

Leaders in most departments recognize the
exceptional context and acknowledge the extra
efforts and achievements imposed on the team

•

Some leaders are so invested in recognizing good
performance and success that they go out of their
way to reward teams as they can

What should be improved?
•

Customer service recognition day event perceived as a key annual recognition event; related employee
engagement funding was recently cut

•

No formal process organization wide to recognize and reward change efforts and achievements and tie
achievements to performance evaluations / records

•

Occasional to non-existent performance review process – either due to bargaining constraints or lack of
discipline and enforcement

•

Matters of underperformance are not reported in a consistent manner, with a large reliance on the
manager to report them and limited channels for employee feedback. Managerial recognition appears
ad-hoc and there is little differentiation of impact for high and low performance

Moving to the Target State
Challenges

Opportunities for Improvement

•

Lack of recognition for creditable efforts and
achievements leading to lowered engagement

•

Review and address barriers to systematic performance improvement management, and rapidly deploy a
unified, mandatory framework for goal setting and performance evaluations

•

No incentive to reach higher performance beyond selfengagement

•

Deploy an organization wide, real-time recognition system for leaders and staff to recognize outstanding
work done by colleagues and celebrate, publicize success

•

Perception of uncertainty around expectations and
opportunities for growth

•

Restore Customer Service Days and develop annual team building plan focused on connections

•

•

Possibility of ongoing managerial misconduct unknown
to leadership due to reporting gap

Site visits by executive leadership to developments and/or field offices for an in-person interaction on
celebrating successes/good work, listening to issues and new ideas
21
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1

2

Learning & Development

3

4

5

Maturity Rating

Opportunities to develop new skills and prepare for expanded accountability and diverse experiences

Supporting personal development

Observations
Areas of strength
•

Dedicated learning team willing to do more with the
right support

•

Emerging role-based / situational-based approach to
training exist for employees

•

Recurring ask from employees for more training and
support in the work they do

•

Flexibility to allocate resources and focus on
Agreement priorities when needed

What should be improved?
•
•
•
•
•
•

There is an inability to deliver foundational, basic operational training due to limited resources dedicated
to addressing priority initiatives onboarding support
Late, after the fact involvement of learning development specialists in the planning of policy / process
change initiatives and related learning needs, creating pressure to rush delivery
Limited technology support and infrastructure to develop more real-time, engaging training and track
specific attendance, needs and risks
No defined, standard framework to determine required capabilities by role as well as related current
and target competencies to guide learning progression and expectations
Reliance on half / full day classroom based training at Central Offices instead of more localized microlearning events
Challenge maintaining and leveraging knowledge from experience as experts retire

Moving to the Target State
Challenges
•

Lack of recognition for creditable efforts and
achievements leading to lowered engagement

Opportunities for Improvement
•

Create a competency model by level and role formalizing capability needs and expectations

•

Involve early the learning development team in the framing of transformation programs and strategic
priorities, in order to support appropriate planning and resource allocation

•

No incentive to reach higher performance beyond selfengagement

•

•

Perception of uncertainty around expectations and
opportunities for growth

Compensate the need to focus on priority initiatives training by the expansion of the current training team,
either through cross-agency partnership or external support

•

Possibility of ongoing managerial misconduct or
malpractice unknown to leadership due to reporting gap

•

Develop overall Training Strategy: Identify the nature and volume of operational trainings put on hold to
support priority initiatives and perform an assessment of the risks and courses to prioritize
Upgrade learning management systems and digital technologies to improve learning requirements tracking
and minimize time commitments out of the field, explore micro-learning onsite opportunities

•
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1

Evolution & Careers

2

3

4

5

Maturity Rating

Clearly defined expectations aligned with career goals and performance objectives

Supporting personal development

Observations
Areas of strength

What should be improved?

•

Pride in and value for tenure at NYCHA with a notable
respect for experience across teams

•

Perception of inconsistent career progression and appointments based on relationships and subjective
criteria, with limited supporting documentation of performance or achievements

•

Mobility options across City agencies with recognition
of experience across organizations

•

Reported gap between opportunities provided with Central Offices and field locations, with limited
progression opportunities from field to Central, especially outside of core skills

•

NYCHA’s role as a social engine and provider of job
opportunities for entry level positions

•

No standard career framework enabling to look at rotations, progressions, achievements, aspirations at
a regular cadence, amplified by uneven performance reviews

•

Proximity with resident experience with a 30%
resident employee base

•

No systematic notification to HR of performance issues during or after probation period, generating
situations where progression could happen without an exhaustive look at relevance

•

Critical open positions vacant for an extended time paired with limited investment in hiring support
activities and generating managerial gaps and uncertainties

Moving to the Target State
Challenges

Opportunities for Improvement

•

Missed opportunities to grow talents for better outcomes

•

•

Difficulty to attract new talents and provide structured
career expectations

Establish a structured governance involving business and HR leaders on management of career progression
and appointments

•

•

Risk of unwanted favoritism based on the lack of
governance around progression

Develop a more systematic and simpler process to report underperformance and misconduct in a timely
manner

•

Dedicate team focused on defining NYCHA talent and workforce planning strategy and execution, in
particular given the massive recruiting needs

•

Invest in hiring strategy and cross-agency talent management coordination to recruit critical positions and
skills
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Insights for survey and
focus groups

Key themes from surveys and focus groups
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NYCHA Culture Change
Readiness Survey
09/09/2019 – 09/16/2019

For discussion only

Survey approach

The survey was developed with inputs
from NYCHA to address and receive
feedback on each dimension of the
change success framework
(Empowering people, Enabling
Collaboration, Supporting Personal
Development). Survey was sent from
the Office of the Chair to 650 leaders
from EVP to property managers based
on a distribution list provided by
NYCHA. Participants had a week to
complete the survey from September 9,
2019 to September 16, 2019.

Response Rate as of 9/16/2019
Participants Completed Survey

283

Participants Responded Partially

50

Total Participants Invited

Note: The respondents have rated more positively their
agreement with multiple choice questions as compared to
the comments left in the open text questions. The need for
communication is an particular illustration of that trend.

631
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Response Rate as of 9/16/2019
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Demographics

Primary Work Location of Respondents
STATEN ISLAND

0.30%

14.41%

QUEENS

BRONX

4.50%

BROOKLYN

11.41%

11.71%

MANHATTAN
57.66%

Partial responses received – 333
Total completed responses – 283

CENTRAL OFFICE
0.00% 10.00% 20.00% 30.00% 40.00% 50.00% 60.00% 70.00% 80.00% 90.00%100.00%
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Q2: I feel motivated by upcoming changes due to the arrival of
the new Chair, and clearly see benefits for me and for NYCHA

• 62% of the respondents feel motivated by upcoming changes with the arrival of the
new Chair and see benefits for themselves and the organization
• A more positive trend is generally observed in the Central office compared to the
field offices

Central Office (162)

Manhattan (35)

Brooklyn (33)

Confidential

Bronx (12)

Queens/Staten Island (41)
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Q3: I am hopeful that with the new leadership, we will be
provided clear expectations on “what success looks like”

• 78% of the respondents are hopeful of receiving clarity from the new Chair on what
success looks like
• Responses are consistent across the boroughs

Central Office (162)

Manhattan (35)

Brooklyn (33)

Confidential

Bronx (12)

Queens/Staten Island (41)
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Q4: I see a strong commitment at NYCHA to serve, which
makes me feel proud of being part of this organization

• 77% of the respondents see a strong commitment at NYCHA to serve and feel
proud of being a NYCHA family member
• Responses are consistently in agreement across the boroughs

Central Office (162)

Manhattan (35)

Brooklyn (33)
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Bronx (12)

Queens/Staten Island (41)
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Q5: I have received communication about the purpose and content of the
Agreement and how the role of the Monitor is to support NYCHA as we
transition

• 75% of the respondents agreed to receiving communication about the Agreement
and the role of Monitor for NYCHA
• Results are more positive than expected compared to workshops / focus groups

Central Office (162)

Manhattan (35)

Brooklyn (33)

Confidential

Bronx (12)

Queens/Staten Island (41)
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Q6: I understand the key elements of the Agreement and how it will help
improve operations and service delivery at NYCHA

• 67% of the respondents understand the key elements of the Agreement and how it
aims to improve operations and service delivery at NYCHA
• Results are more positive than expected compared to workshops / focus groups

Central Office (162)

Manhattan (35)

Brooklyn (33)
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Bronx (12)

Queens/Staten Island (41)
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Q7: I am provided the resources and information I need to successfully
manage change for my team (e.g. resources, staffing, funding, equipment)

• 60% of the respondents found resources and information needed for change
management to be a challenge
• Access to staffing is the primary challenge reported in workshops and focus
groups

Central Office (162)

Manhattan (35)

Brooklyn (33)
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Bronx (12)

Queens/Staten Island (41)
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Q8: I feel I can have an impact resolving how we lead culture change
issues for my team

• 83% of the respondents feel they can resolve culture issues for their team

Central Office (162)

Manhattan (35)

Brooklyn (33)

Confidential

Bronx (12)

Queens/Staten Island (41)
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Q9: I believe that NYCHA is fully supportive of making positive changes

• 65% of the respondents find NYCHA supportive in making positive changes
• Results are to be looked at in the context of the upcoming transformation which
requires a higher level of confidence
• Brooklyn and Bronx have a greater percentage of disagreement

Central Office (162)

Manhattan (35)

Brooklyn (33)
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Bronx (12)

Queens/Staten Island (41)
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Q10: I think my job and responsibilities are very clear

• 78% of the respondents feel their jobs and responsibilities are clear to them
• Manhattan and Brooklyn indicate more a need to clarify roles further

Central Office (162)

Manhattan (35)

Brooklyn (33)
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Bronx (12)

Queens/Staten Island (41)
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Q11: I feel NYCHA and oversight organizations collaborate well when quick
decisions are needed

• 60% of the respondents see cross collaboration as a development area
• Relationship between NYCHA and City Hall was frequently mentioned in
workshops and focus groups

Central Office (162)

Manhattan (35)

Brooklyn (33)
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Bronx (12)

Queens/Staten Island (41)
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Q12: I have seen efforts and achievements generally acknowledged which
influences personal growth opportunities

• An almost equal split on experiencing efforts and achievements being recognized
and influencing growth opportunities with NYCHA
• Responses are more or less consistent across the boroughs
• % requires to improve as a priority as part of the transformation

Central Office (162)

Manhattan (35)

Brooklyn (33)
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Bronx (12)

Queens/Staten Island (41)
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Q13: My team and I are encouraged to work with other teams
(within NYCHA and other Govt. agencies) and align on common goals

• 78% of the respondents feel encouraged to work with other teams and City
agencies
• Responses are consistent across the boroughs

Central Office (162)

Manhattan (35)

Brooklyn (33)

Confidential

Bronx (12)

Queens/Staten Island (41)
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Q14: I can reach out to my colleagues, external and internal stakeholders
openly for support when I need to seek specific expertise or insights
regarding a change initiative

• 77% of the respondents feel they can reach out for support when needed
• Responses are consistent across the boroughs

Central Office (162)

Manhattan (35)

Brooklyn (33)
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Bronx (12)

Queens/Staten Island (41)
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Q15: What can help make process changes easier for you in the future?
Sample of responses received
If the process changes are clearly identified (current process
compared to new process and rationale behind the change).
Have clear and realistic goals outlined.

Resources, staffing, clear
communication across all departments,
accountability.

- Regular updates to staff - email/Connect/in-person from senior management - More standardized communications
across the board, so it is not dependent on individuals - Broad communications from all EVPs, so staff don’t only hear
from their division as most employees have to work outside their dept. and it is good to know what others are
doing/accomplishing - Seeing actual results, so it is not just promises - monthly, quarterly, yearly - Less dependence on
what is politically required versus what is good for the agency and its residents

Transparency.
Equality.
Inclusion in
decision making.

We have to know who is in charge of what. We have been reorganized so many times we don't know to
whom we need to speak to get things done.

Constant and consistent communication to staff in the field; explained in a way
that provides them an understanding of what's happening and how their jobs will
be effected (and how their work effects what's happening).

Informational/feedback
sessions (face-to-face)
Email/blog

First a process change should be sent to all employees
affected. There should be a collaboration of all depts. to
understand the change.
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Q16: How can there be better collaboration and communication within
NYCHA?

While line staff can make their best efforts to engage across
programs and offices, true silo-breakdown needs to happen
at the senior management level. Sharing information across
departments needs to become part of the culture at NYCHA.
Stop Senior Leadership from the
demeaning and condescending
treatment of staff.

I think one of the main issues is that NYCHA is at the whim of City Hall. The Chair changes with every
administration, which in turn means EVPs change too. The high turnover rate at the very top creates long-term
confusion. It would be better if NYCHA could stick to a five or ten-year plan and have consistent messaging on that
plan instead of constantly having to adjust because of changes at City Hall.

Stop working in silos. People
need to talk to each other
Explain the mission of each unit.
Remove duplicate or competing
priorities between groups.

There needs to be more effective communication on NYCHA's plans and goals and
messaging explaining how NYCHA's initiatives are in pursuit of that plan. NYCHA
remains a very siloed organization. There also needs to be more embracing of
responsibilities as opposed to responsibility shifting to other groups on the org chart
to either perform work or make decisions.

More focus on employee engagement,
empowerment, and development.
Providing skilled and driven members of
the organization an opportunity for
professional growth.

More timely communication. Every major announcement and change
was learned in the news. NYCHA needs a more agile communications
team. This info should come from NYCHA leadership not the media.

Information is constantly shared and received... the major problems are the messages lack
consistency, lack of understanding and lack of trust. Staff should continually receive updates
and information throughout the process (they are stressed out about the lead lawsuit but have
no knowledge or understanding why it's effecting their jobs daily or what the results of their
extra efforts were).

We need better communication from our Executive to the staff. Many Executives never meet
with their departments as a group to show appreciation and support so morale suffers.

Program units need to have clearly defined roles and carry
out the responsibilities that they are tasked with. Too often
there is a willingness to pass on responsibilities to other
departments due to lack of experience, knowledge, etc.

Confidential

Give us the information about the direction the
Authority is going. Irradiate mold and lead. We can
get this done. We are strong enough and smart
enough to accomplish this goal. Put out some
overtime
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Q17: What do you expect the new Chair to do differently to help NYCHA
improve the way it works and interacts with other agencies and oversights?
NYCHA needs to transition from a "putting out fires" ethos
to a long-term vision that incorporates design excellence,
energy/GHG goals, resilience and an overall direction
from the Chair that sustainability best practices are a
fundamental part of agency's culture

A reset with a new Chair is an
opportunity for new relationships and
collaboration with other agencies.

It is important to start changing the culture so that employees are encouraged to (1) collaborate with other
departments to a much greater extent; (2) embrace new policies and initiatives, rather than relying on the way they
have been doing things for 10, 20, or 30 years; (3) make it a priority to know and understand the laws and
regulations in their particular area; and (4) place compliance at the forefront.

Changing the organization culture to one that instills values and removing
glass ceilings to career growth by eliminating "Who Know you". Promotion by
"Who Know You" has brought incompetency to it peak and effectiveness to an
all time low.

Foster communication
and transparency
amongst departments

Hold employees accountable, provide realistic expectations to other city agencies and city hall.
NYCHA does not function independent of the city and we need support from other agencies.
We often commit to doing something on paper that we cant do and it opens us up to lawsuits
and failure instead of focusing our efforts and resources on realistic goals to improve.

I expect the new Chair to set the tone and direct resources to the field. This
organization is becoming top heavy. The new Chair should continue to advocate
for additional resources that is needed to address leaks, mold, boilers, elevators,
roof which all are impacting the day to day delivery of services to our residents

Visit locations personally and
interact with residents and staff to
understand issues and obstacles in
getting things done

Needs to work with NYCHA to
be transparent, admit faults, be
less cynical about other
agencies and overseers

Clearly communication with all staff and
staffing lines, show a clear vision and steps
on how to accomplish it, rebuild NYCHA's
reputation and work closely with other
agencies together to serve a common goal.
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Start by communicating vision to all
employees. Then have each level
communicate it again to make sure
it's absolutely clear: EVPs to their
division, VP to theirs, Directors to
theirs and so on. Yes, repetition and
smaller and smaller focused groups
to discuss, ask questions and get
clarity from back up the line.
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Q18: What additional information would be helpful to you regarding the
Agreement and the Monitor’s role?
Clear vision on how the monitor will implement change in
the authority. Explain to staff through different channels video, online town halls, borough meetings, website,
FAQs, etc. what NYCHA is expected to do by what
timeline and how we are working with the Monitor.

Continue to get feedback at ALL levels
and ALL areas of the Authority.
Increase transparency and
accountability.

See concrete examples of how the monitor and NYCHA are
working together to make changes. Residents, staff, and
stakeholders must see tangible benefits of this relationship.

Reports or communications throughout the year on what is being accomplished
from the agreement.
Bullet point break
down and monthly
reviews and updates
of progress.

How does it affect my department?
What changes should our
department incorporate due to the
agreement?

The Chair should talk to employees about what the expectations are and the realities of having
a monitor. People should see the Agreement and see what areas need improvement.

More transparency about
organizational changes and
shifts in responsibility.

Maybe a fact sheet on the main things we should
know when it comes to the Agreement and the
Monitor's role.

It would be helpful to know how the Monitor
intends to support NYCHA in achieving the
goals in the Agreement. It would also be
helpful to clarify the role of the Monitor
versus the role of HUD/SDNY.
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Q19: In what way can the decision-making process be improved within
NYCHA for positive results?
Clear objectives and reasonable timelines of
information gathering, collaborations, open
nonjudgmental consideration of all reasonable
suggestions and realistic rollout and
implementation timelines.

Need better understanding of the
project; mission; accomplishment;
goals; objectives.

Cut through the bureaucracy:
allow more autonomy to
department heads so that the
items that don't need executive
sign-off can move forward.

Decisions making should be streamlined. There are too many people involved in
the decisions making process. Also, decisions should be made out of the best
interest of the residents/employees and not because of legality or fear of
negative publicity.

Better line of
communication between
people on the field and
down town

Support and empowerment - The current buzz word is "accountability". However,
accountability has been associated with fear. The accountability needs to be
associated with support. People should be encouraged to make decisions and
take actions based upon their job function.

Discuss progress when things are
going well, this way we can discuss
what can be improved. Rather than
wait for tragedy and respond under
crisis, and then discuss what can
be learned.

Evolve to a more of a fact-based approach to decision making. However, this should not
be taken lightly. Fact-based decision making is a very disciplined process. It needs
careful insight and thought before processes and procedures can be accurately
measured. The correct data must be collected with an unbiased, nonjudgmental
approach. NYCHA needs to focus on data that are important to effective decisions
making and useful in forecasting the future.

NYCHA must empower and SUPPORT their staff. There are people who can make and
execute decisions. However, NYCHA is stuck in a micromanaging mentality of oversight,
second guessing, and finger pointing. (Fear breeds a lack of movement.)

Improve training
and hire subject
experts
Front line staff and lower level managers need
to be more involved in decisions. Upper level
managers who continue to design plans for
change without input from those they lead are
not likely to succeed.
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There needs to be a project or team leader on
large assignments involving multiple business
units. Right now each acts too independently
and there is a lot of "passing the buck" when so
many people are involved.
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NYCHA Culture Change
Focus Groups - 2019
09/11 & 09/12, 2019
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Focus groups approach

The focus groups were composed of
members from the pre-existing NYCHA
Employee Engagement Committee who
were offered to join two sessions - 9/11
or 9/12 – based on their availability.
Invitations were sent by the Employee
Engagement Director and Chair of the
Committee. The two sessions went
through the exact same questions and
room was organized by work groups of 4
to 5 team members by table. The
session was facilitated by the Employee
Engagement Director and the Special
Advisor to the Chair attended most of
the sessions as an observer.

Executive &
Managerial
Layers

28
Scope of titles covered
across NYCHA

2

Number of participants
covered in focus groups

Number of sessions
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Activity 1: NYCHA vision and how employees relate to it
Session 1 – 9/11/19
Questions

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

How do you relate to the mission?

• We’re striving to fulfill the mission,
however, we are forced with many
challenges.

• Mission statement is clear and to the
point
• Applicable to both residents &
employees
• Offers hope and reassurance to
future and current residents
• Close to personal value system

• Need to have the means and tools
available to fulfill the mission
• Involve residents and rebuild trust
with residents
• Should consider the internal
customer

How does the mission fit in with
your day-to-day duties?

• Developments are challenged due to
the lack of funding and resources
• Better communication between field
and central office staff
• Updated, clear policies and
procedures
• Situations force us to work reactively
as opposed to being proactive

• Day to day work impacting residents
• Helping build connections
• Goal to provide needs / materials for
work to be done for our residents

• Safety (6 AM starts)
• Tools
• Partnership

What changes would you make to
the mission?

• The mission is great, however, we
need greater resources to properly
fulfill

• Working with residents for safety
success
• Ownership and accountability for
NYCHA and tenants
• Break down mission to department
goals
• More programs for residents to
continue to NYCHA

• Financial support to agency
• Create a clear, concise mission that
people can care about, remember,
explain, and relate to
• More ground level staffing could help
complete this

Confidential
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Activity 1: NYCHA vision and how employees relate to it
Session 2 – 9/12/19

Questions

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

How do you relate to the mission?

• Believe in the mission of affordable
and safe housing

• It is basic needs and everyone
deserves it
• Help staff become more effective at
serving residents

• Delivering safety information to
residents
• Accountability to residents (staff
training)

• It is the end goal

How does the mission fit in with
your day-to-day duties?

• Re-unification of FIP (formerly
incarcerated persons): creating safe /
stable households
• Sharing information to residents
• Prioritizing issues / emergencies
• Keeping communication open with
residents / developments
• Assisting residents in self sufficiency

• Helps move in one direction

• Offering more information / training
• Promoting connections between
departments
• Changing / adjusting priorities
• Not working in crisis mode

What changes would you make to
the mission?

• Financial support to agency
• Create a clear, concise mission that
people can care about, remember,
explain, and relate to
• More ground level staffing could help
complete this

• Provide more / better training to staff
to really have safe and clean housing
• Increase accountability on both sides
• Increase transparency and inclusion
• All procedures and policies need to
be updated
• Increase partnership with residents

•
•
•
•
•
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Working / spending more efficiently
Accountability
Information / training
Care / empathy
Employee / resident relationships
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Activity 2 & 3: NYCHA Change Success Framework and what it means
Session 1 – 9/11/19

Questions

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

What areas of the framework for
change success are working well
today?

•
•
•
•

Insights and innovation
Trust and relationships
Expertise and support
Evolution and careers

• Sponsorship and engagement

• None listed

What areas of the framework require
most immediate improvement?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Change vision and alignment
Accountability and decisions
Insights and innovation
Sponsorship and engagement
Expertise and support
Achievements and recognition
Learning and development
Evolution and careers

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How could you use the framework
moving forward? What would you
consider adding to the framework?

• Start having the conversation
• Make framework internally visible /
create a campaign to implement
• Suggestion Box / Feedback group

Change vision and alignment
Accountability and decisions
Insights and innovation
Trust and relationships
Expertise and support
Achievements and recognition
Learning and development
Evolution and careers

• Use framework to ensure we are
moving forward
• Need to have measurable, smart
goals for the dimensions for the
individual departments
• Add resident engagement /
partnership / accountability

Change vision and alignment
Accountability and decisions
Insights and innovation
Sponsorship and engagement
Trust and relationships
Expertise and support
Achievements and recognition
Learning and development
Evolution and careers

• Prioritization
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Activity 2 & 3: NYCHA Change Success Framework and what it means
Session 2 – 9/12/19

Questions

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

What areas of the framework for
change success are working well
today?

•
•
•
•
•

Accountability and decisions
Trust and relationships
Expertise and support
Learning and development
Evolution and careers

• Trust and relationships
• Expertise and support
• Achievements and recognition

• Insights and innovation
• Expertise and support
• Achievements and recognition

What areas of the framework require
most immediate improvement?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Change vision and alignment
Accountability and decisions
Insights and innovation
Sponsorship and engagement
Trust and relationships
Expertise and support
Achievements and recognition
Learning and development
Evolution and careers

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How could you use the framework
moving forward? What would you
consider adding to the framework?

Change vision and alignment
Accountability and decisions
Insights and innovation
Sponsorship and engagement
Achievements and recognition
Learning and development
Evolution and careers

Change vision and alignment
Accountability and decisions
Insights and innovation
Sponsorship and engagement
Trust and relationships
Expertise and support
Achievements and recognition
Learning and development
Evolution and careers

Not covered with group
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Activity 4: Getting ready for change and what it means to employees
Session 1 – 9/11/19
Questions

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

How does the current state of
affairs influence the ability to
transform?

• Better due to external pressures, but also change
would be better if it was not a forced, reactive
transformation
• More aware that change is coming
• Historically difficult transformations due to size
of organization

• Always running behind the bullet, making it difficult to
transform
• Pushing us to change and earn back people’s trust
• Monitor presence helps us to see where we are missing the
mark

•
•
•
•

Not part of decisions
Short time to execute
Changing agenda
Lack of trust

What are the top priorities to
help pursue change progress
given the current state?

• Open / honest communication to improve
transparency
• Increase trust of internal and external
stakeholders
• What is the vision? And disseminating that
information
• Who is the messenger of this information?

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Respect opinions
Inclusion
Focus on the why
Outline plan and execution

What immediate actions
would most improve
employee morale and
preparedness to change?

• Hear vision from chair
• Get employee input and make them feel like part
of the change process
• Collaborative approach at all levels
• The way the message is conveyed is important
and needs to be discussed
• Even if all decisions are non-negotiable, making
people aware of the WHY
• Hands-on, due diligence approach

• Off-site team building and recognition for employees (BBQ,
Games, celebration of success)
• Going to the frontline staff to understand impacts and
resources needed to change
• Being heard and involved
• Leverage technology to provide consistent / positive
messaging
• More autonomy to employees

Real information, proactively (not from the media)
Involvement of the right resources in the change process
Reiterating value and success measures of change
What immediate actions would most improve employee
morale and preparedness to change?

• Not covered with group
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Activity 4: Getting ready for change and what it means to employees
Session 2 – 9/12/19
Questions

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

How does the current state of affairs
influence the ability to transform?

• Belief that Section 8 is the future;
reluctance to change conventional
housing
• No transparency prevents buy-in
from Agency at all levels

• Influences our motivation as an organization
(negative versus positive)
• Putting out fires makes it hard to focus on planning
(reactive vs. proactive)
• Always operating in crisis mode

• There is no trust – NYCHA needs to
rebrand completely and reinvent /
change colors, logos, uniforms
• Visibility
• Crisis mode impedes progress
• Need to let go of past to move forward
• Accountability is improving with Monitor
• More listening to employee concerns

What are the top priorities to help
pursue change progress given the
current state?

• Shed light on changes, be
transparent
• People are anxious, need updates
on what is coming
• Need top level of Agency to tell the
truth

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Get out of crisis mode
Get out of our own way (let go of past)
Protect our employees / residents
Effective communication
United team (need relationships)

What immediate actions would most
improve employee morale and
preparedness to change?

• Dissemination of information needs
to be clear and concise
• Funding

• Something tangible – a tool kit – something to
reference and bring back to your team
• Look at lessons learned and institute best practices
• Knowledge leadership / support & coaches staff
• Learn how to say thank you
• Build a respectful and professional culture
• More communication and transparency

•
•
•
•
•

More conversation that incudes
More employees (all titles)
Respect; make people feel heard
Remove / rid bully supervision
More one-on-one evaluations

Qualified and better trained employees
Funding – better management of resources
Lack of communication
Knowledgeable leadership
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Activity 5: Thinking beyond - reflection on key priorities
Session 1 – 9/11/19
Questions

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

What are the top priorities to help
make change more successful across
NYCHA?

• Communications
• Collaboration with key
stakeholders
• Resources at development level

• Better / clear collaboration between staff and
residents
• Due-diligence & provision of required resources

• Communication
• Training
• Clear priorities

What barriers and roadblocks can
potentially affect progress?

• Competing priorities
• No trust
• Communication

•

• Funding / resources
• Mindset
• Lack of respect

Lack of resident and employee resources
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Activity 5: Thinking beyond - reflection on key priorities
Session 2 – 9/12/19
Questions
What are the top priorities to help
make change more successful across
NYCHA?

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

No covered by group / merged with activity 3

What barriers and roadblocks can
potentially affect progress?
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